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Summer School on Numerical Optimization Software - University of Freiburg

Exercise 2: Nonlinear Systems, Least Squares Problems
Gianluca Frison, Hans Mittelmann, Moritz Diehl

Nonlinear Systems
2.1 Consider the nonlinear system

x1 + x1x2 + x2
2 = 0

x2
1 − 2x1 + x2

2 = 0

The origin (x1, x2) = (0, 0) is clearly a solution.
Show that the Jacobian is singular in the origin. One can show analytically that when starting from a

point on the x2-axis the convergence of the Newton’s method is linear.
Write an AMPL model and solve the system with different solvers (e.g. SNOPT, MINOS, IPOPT,

KNITRO) and initial guesses. Is the solution accurate? Use suitable options if you get surprising results.
Interpret your results in light of the above.

Hint: if you use the KNITRO solver, you can use the option feastol to control how well the cons-
traints are satisfied. In AMPL, you can pass options to a solver as

option knitro_options "outlev=2 feastol=0";

in the case of the KNITRO solver. The first option controls the output printing level.

2.2 Consider the following system of nonlinear equations

fi = n−
n∑

j=1

cosxj + i(1− cosxi)− sinxi, i = 1, . . . , n

One possible starting guess is xi =
1
n

for all i.
In AMPL, a sum is written as

sum{j in 1..n} expression_to_be_summed[j];

where j is the sum index. Furthermore, the AMPL language provides the cos and sin functions.
Use the KNITRO solver. How many solutions can you find for n = 10? You may use different starting

values.
Hint: you may consider changing the sign of some of the components in the initial guess.
The KNITRO solver has a multistart option, that attempts to find a better local solution by restarting

the solver at different initial values:

option knitro_options "outlev=2 feastol=0 multistart=1";

Try the multistart option and comment on your findings.

Linear Least Squares
2.3 Download the data set from

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/strd/lls/data/LINKS/DATA/Filip.dat
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Create the file filip yx.dat where the downloaded data is formatted as a parameter in AMPL.

param yx: 1 2 :=
1 0.8116 -6.860120914
2 0.9072 -4.324130045
.. ...... ..........
82 0.9228 -3.2644011

;

Write an AMPL model where you fit a polynomial of 10th degree through the points using standard least
squares. Try different solvers (notice that some solvers in the demo version can not be employed since the
problem has more than 10 variables). Compare your findings with the ones in

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/strd/lls/data/Filip.shtml

Which solver yields polynomial coefficients that are similar to those listed as ’certified values’? Which
solver yields the smallest residuals?

This is a famous but controversial dataset. What may be the reason for the discrepancies you see?

Orthogonal Distance Regression
2.4 Solve the above problem in AMPL with orthogonal distance regression (aka total least squares) as
given in (1.3) of

http://docs.scipy.org/doc/external/odr_ams.pdf

using equal weights, equal to 1.
Can you see any difference compared to linear least squares? Compare the residuals with the ones

obtained by means of linear least squares.
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